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‘Boring things’ and infrastructures 

 

• The focus in this study: the ‘boring things’ 

• Articulation work vs primary work 

– E.g. how doctors document their practices while they are 

‘practicing’ 

 

• Infrastructures are «transparent to use»: they 

become visible when something does not work 
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Heart transplant process 

• Distributed work process 

– Within the hospital, many departments 

– Across hospitals 

– Across levels of care 

• Interdisciplinary process 

– cardiology, thoracic surgery, immunology ++ 

 

• Before/after surgery: complex process of information 

production, collection, selection, use 
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Information flow in the process  
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Name:___Pers.Num:___Adress:___Tlf.pr:___arbeidtl
f:___mob:__Beeper:___ Sc.nr____ 
 

High:___Weight:___PVR:___date:___TLC:___ 
tidl.toraxkir:____Txnr:____Date:____ 
 

ABO:___HLA:___CMV:____Transf:____Svskap:_____ 
Tidlmøtt:__ 
ScrT:___%date:___ 
 
ScrE:neg/pos___II:neg/pos___data___ 
Siste serum:___Mrk:__ 
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Euroscore calculation 
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Logics of information use  

1. Patient-centered logic 

2. Treatment-centered logic 

3. Activities-centered logic 

4. Event-centered logic 

 

• Multiple logics of Information ordering 

• Multiple effects 
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Patient-centred logic 

• Medical history of each singular patient 

• Chronological order 

• What has been done, what results, what are the next 

steps 

• Checklists across shifts, EPR, referral 

• Connecting recipient and donor 

• Not integrating disciplines and professions 
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«The patient has been at the medical department 

previously. In March 1989 the diagnosis has been of a 

dilated cardiomyopathy (…) The patient has been 

previously evaluated at (…) and in principle he is 

accepted for transplant. The patient is hospitalized 

because he has been lately feeling unwell…on the day 

of hospitalization the patient had pain in the head …» 
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Treatment-centred logic 

• HTx as specific treatment 

• Category of patient 

• Quality of the process 

• Research oriented 

• Located in meetings, conferences, research 
articles, scientific community 

• Not identities of patients but aggregated data 

• EPR as source of info, Datacor, personal 
databases, Scandiatransplant 
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«from 1983 to 1999 317 heart transplants have been 

performed, an average of 23 transplants per year, 82% 

of the recipients were males, 50% had heart failure due 

to coronary heart disease. The survival rate after one 

and ten years is 85% and 53% respectively with a 

significant higher survival rate among recipients 

younger than 50 at transplant, especially if the graft 

was from a donor younger than 35 years» 
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«in 2000 there was a discussion because Norway had 

exported a high number of livers. Usually they export 

about 10 per year, but in 2000 it was up to 35. Thus the 

board decided that Norway should be refunded from 

the recipients’ hospitals for the all the medical 

equipment used like liquids or machines to treat bodies 

and organs before the surgery»  
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Activities-centered logic 

• Concurrent tasks and patient trajectories 

• Logistic issues. 

• Articulation work for managing many patients: 

– Different schedules for the same day, 

– Same stage, different places (WL) 

 

• Organize movements in time and space of many 

patients 

• Daily patient list in departments, weekly plans 
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Event-centered logic 

• Heart transplantation as surgical procedure 

• Specific event 

• Minimize uncertainties 

• Two directions: 

– Define as much as possible temporal and spatial 

boundaries of the transplant surgery 

– Rely on flexibility of schedules and plans 

• Donation plan, waiting list 
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Four co-existing logics 
1. Patient-centered logic 

– Information ordered chronologically, 

– Makes visible the medical history of each patient 

– Checklists across shifts, EPR, referral  

– Not integrating disciplines and professions 

 

2. Treatment-centered logic 
– Information is aggregated (no identity of patient) 

– Makes visible heart transplant as specific treatment  

– Specific category of patients  

– Quality parameters, risk factors 

 

3. Activity-centered logic 
– Information is organized to care for many patient trajectories 

– Organize movements in time and space of many patients  

– Daily patient list in departments, weekly plans 

 

4. Event-centered logic 
– Information is organized to define as much as possible temporal  

– and spatial boundaries of the transplant surgery 

– Heart transplantation as surgical procedure  

– Minimize uncertainties; Donation plan, waiting list 
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Conclusion 

– Many reasons why you collect information in an 
organization 

– Work and the use of information is linked in 
complex way 

– No single logic 
• No sufficient to have a patient trajectory logic, there are 

many other legitimate needs 

 

– The case shows: 
• ‘socio-technical’ quality of infrastructures 

• ‘shared’ quality of infrastructures 

• And the complexities they generate 
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